arrays subjected to biaxial stresses is quantified by flow/damage surfaces that are determined numerically from micromechanics, using both finite element analysis and the generalized method of cells. Residual stresses from processing are explicitly included and damage in the form of fiber-matrix debonding under transverse tensile and/or shear loading is represented by a simple interface model. The influence of microstructural architecture is largest whenever fiber-matrix debonding is not an issue; for example in the presence of transverse compressive stresses.
Additionally, as the fiber volume fraction increases, so does the effect of microstructural architecture.
With regard to the micromechanics analysis, the overall inelastic flow predicted by the generalized method of cells is in excellent agreement with that predicted using a large number of displacement-based finite elements.
I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of man-made fiber-reinforced composite materials some forty years ago enabled the design of more efficient structures and greatly expanded the domain of engineered materials. Recent developments in the processing of unidirectional metal matrix composites (MMCs) provide new opportunities lbr engineers and materials scientists to tailor microstructural architecture lbr specific applications. For example, placing individual fibers in photo-etched grooves in foils of matrix material results in a very unitorm microstructure.
Since the grooves hold the fiber in place during consolidation, the microstructure can be engineered by simply specifying the foil thickness and groove pattern. Consequently, this paper addresses the effect that various microstructures have on the overall inelastic material response in the presence of multiaxial stress states.
This research merges and builds upon two recent publications on unidirectional composites; one dealing with different microstructural architectures subjected to uniaxial loadings (Arnold et al., 1996a) and the other with macroscale flow/damage surfaces (Lissenden and Arnold, 1997a) given a fixed architecture. Hence, a brief summary of each follows, alter which the objectives of the current work are enumerated. Arnold et al. (1996a) begins with an extensive survey of the literature dealing with the effects of fiber shape and distribution on the response of composites. The generalized method of cells (Paley and Aboudi, 1992) was summarized and then used to predict the response of a silicon carbide/titanium system (SiC/Ti). The results presented dem-cross-shaped fiber cross-sections were studied aswere theeffects offibzrvolume fraction andstrain rate on the stress-strain response. Additionally, the stress-strain and creep responses of "hybrid" composites (those with different size fibers having different arrangements and bond strengths) were investigated to determine the feasibility of using this approach to enhance the transverse toughness and creep resisance.
Lissenden and Arnold (1997a) addressed theoretical and experimer_tal issues regarding constitutive model development for anisotropic heterogeneous materials using micromechanics in lieu of actual experimental data. The generalized method of cells with four subeells, arranged to represent a square array of fibers was used to predict the multiaxial response of MMCs in terms of overall flow/damage surfaces (i.e., those incorporating matrix viscoplasticity and fiber/matrix debonding) in three different stress planes. T!le flow/damage surfaces were shown to have their centers offset from the origin by residual stresses and their shape altered by debonding. The normality condition was shown to be reasonably well satisfied for initial surfaces of constant inelastic power (or in this case dissipation) in the presence of fiber-matrix debonding. Results indicated whicE_ types of flow/damage surfaces should be characterized and what loading histories applied to obtain the most meaningful experimental data lbr guiding theoretical model development and verification. This work differed from the extensive studies of plasticity in MMCs conducted by Dvorak and coworkers (summarized by Dvorak, 1991) , it: that different definitions of rate-dependent flow and the effects of fiber-matrix debonding were addressed by Lisscnden and Arnold (1997a) .
Herein we will demonstrate, using micromechanics, the influence t!Tat the continuously reinforced periodic microstructures shown in figure 1 (namely rectangular, hexagonal, and _quare diagonal fiber packing arrays) have on overall flow/damage surfaces in the axial-transverse ((Yll -_22 )' trar;sverse-transverse (_22 -(Y33), axial-shear (ell -ff12 ), and transverse-shear ((Y22 -_12 ) stress planes. Both a displacement-based finite element analysis (FEA) and the generalized method of cells (GMC) micromechanics approach _re employed. Since the material response is in general viscoplastic, we will consider flow surfaces (typically important at elevated temperature), which are geometrically analogous to yield surfaces (typically important at room temperature MMCs are anticipated to be typically used in elevated temperature environments. Unless stated otherwise, the results presented are for a TIMETAL-21S titanium matrix reinforced by a 35 percent fiber volume content of continuous SCS-6 fibers. This unidirectional SiC/Ti system is taken as our model material system (see Arnold and Castclli. 1995) . Two fairly extreme temperatures are considered; 23 anti 650°C (where time-dependent effects dominate the titanium matrix). The fiber response is taken to be linear elastic and temperature-independent, while the matrix response is elastic-viscoplastic (Arnold et al., 1996b and c) and highly temperature-dependent as illustrated in figure 2. Note that the protective fiber coatings used to reduce fiber strength degradation (associated with chemical reactions with the matrix during processing) result in a weak I,ond to the matrix. A discussion of modeling this weak bond and the viscoplastic matrix response is postponed until :;ection III. Finally, as we are interested in prescribed stress planes, all Ioadings are stress controlled. An equivalent stress rate, _, surfaces in of 2 MP_sec is used in all cases, where if! is the contracted stress tensor and / = 1,2 ..... 6.
In the next section (II) we review the theoretical framework and basic concepts applicable to inelastic flow in MMCs. Flow surface definitions and factors that influence flow are discussed and an appendix (A) provides a continuum example. The FEA and GMC micromechanics models are introduced along with the constituent constitutive models in Section Ill. The stress-strain response and inelastic power-fine response for different microstructural architectures are presented in Section IV. A related appendix (B) discusst s the accuracy of the FEA and GMC models.
Finally, Section V presents the effects of microstructure and fiber-matri × debonding on macroscale flow/damage surfaces in four different stress planes at 23 and 650°C. Section VI pro(ides a closure for the paper.
II. INELASTIC FLOW
Our subject is the inelastic multiaxial response of MMCs tbr appli_ ations in elevated temperature environments.
Hence. the viscoplasticity of anisotropic composite materials susceptibl: to internal damage must bc addressed.
preferred duetoitsnumerical efficiency relative toalternative micromechanics analyses. However, such acontinuum model isnotcurrently available; noraretheexperimental results that arenecessary todevelop such a model. Thus, inthepresent study wewill utilizeatheoretical framework appropriate forcontinuum modeling toguide us and employ twomicromechanics models tosimulate therequired experiments numerically, soastounderstand the theoretical andexperimental implications and/or assumptions necessary ineither amacro (continuum or micromechanics based approach.
I1.1. Theoretical Framework
Thetheoretical considerations used in thispaper arebased onanenergy balance. Theprimary variables atany point aretheCauchy stress tensor, oi)'theinternal stress tensor, %]"andtemperature. T. Other internal state variables could also be defined and used if we were so motivated. The current values of these variables can be used to define the Gibbs thermodynamic potential, G = G(6ij, o_ij,Dij, T), where Di] is the preferred direction tensor formed by the sell" product of the unit vector denoting the fiber direction. Conjugateto these variables are the total strain tensor, cij, the internal strain tensor, ,_j, and the entropy, S,
Our basis is that the total work performed on the system must be equal to the sum of the stored energy and the en-er_ov dissipated where the stored enerev includes an elastic comoonent as well as an inelastic component associated with the internal state. Thus, the dtss_patlon potential, £2 = [2((Yij,o_ij, Dij, T), can be dehned to be (YijEij -o_ij'.'.Tlij. The associated flow law (for the inelastic strain rate) and e_:olution equations (for the internal strain ratc) arc given by normality,
and where and Qij,_t is called the internal compliance operator (Arnold and Saleeb. 1994). Thus, once the functional dependencies of the Gibbs and dissipation potentials have been determined, all of the variables are known by simple differentiation.
Let us now assume that the dissipation potential can be written in terms of two scalar functions,
where F depends on the deviatoric effective stress, E_, and H depends only on the internal stress (Robinson and Ellis, 1986). The deviatoric effective stress is the difference between the deviatoric Cauchy stress and the deviatoric internal stress. Now the flow law can be written,
Thus, thc direction of the inelastic strain rate vector is normal to surfaces having F = constant. However, if it is true that the normality condition is not satisfied in MMCs, as indicated by Nigam et al. (1994a,b) lot boron/aluminum, then it becomes necessary to develop a nonassociated flow law and evolution equations. We return to this issue at the end of Appendix A.
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II.2.Surface Definitions
Theconcept ofayieldsurface iswell known inrate-independent p asticity, even if noonedefinition ofyielding hasbeen universally adopted. Themost common definitions employed -are theproportional limit,asmall (usually 5to20ILtm/m) offset strain, aback-extrapolation, andalarge (usually 2!)00 lUre/m) offset strain. Forrate-dependent plasticity (viscoplasticity), theconcept ofastrict yieldsurface breaks dt_wn asstress states outside theyieldsurface areaccessible (since noconsistency condition applies). Thus theneed fi_rgeometrically analogous, thermodynamicallybased, flowsurface definitions. Atleast twodifferent rate-dependent definitions have been proposed formonolithicmaterials (Clinard andLacombe, 1988);
(I)surfaces ofconstant dissipation rate (SCDRs), defined by Oijk_'i -Ot(i._ij These definitions can also be applied to composite materials. However, one needs to be careful when using micromechanics as the inelastic strain is an eigenstrain and consequently;
where an over-bar indicates a macroscale quantity and V is the total voi:Jme of the representative volume element. The difference is due to the existence of residual stresses, at least some of which are associated with stored elastic energy. Being an additive quantity, the overall dissipation potential can be taken to be the volume average of the local dissipation potentials (Suquet, 1987) , and from a theoretical standooint that is what we would like to quantify.
However. it is indeterminate experimentally because the local (internal) variables are unknown and not measurable.
This issue is dealt with more completely by Lissenden et al. (1998) . Here let us define another type of flow surface / using experimentally measurable macroscopic quantities, "_ij'gij, that ale available from both micromechanics and macroscale models. We will call them surfaces of constant inelastic power (SCIPs). This is in fact the nomenclature that should have been used by Lissenden and Arnold (1997a) instead of the term initial SCDRs. The actual difference between SCIPs and SCDRs depends on many factors, but as shown in figure 3 |or transverse tensile loading, it can be substantial.
Lissenden and Arnold (1997a) demonstrated, using micromechanics, that the direction of the overall inelastic strain rate vector can differ significantly from the outward normal of a SCISR. Whereas, for the stress planes considered, the direction of the overall inelastic strain rate vector was reasonably close to the outward normal of the SCDRs (actually SCIPs) I considered.
SCISRs, however, are certainly more amenable to experimental methods than are SCDRs, and may be more amenable than SCIPs given that stress quantities are not included in the definition. For macroscale continuum theories it is not possible to distinguish between SCDRs and SCIPs. A macroscale continuum example is given in Appendix A.
Factors Influencing Flew
Many factors influence inelastic l]ow in metallic materials. Certain y, temperature and loading rate as well as the past loading history can bc important in many mctals. Additionally, microstructural architecture, degree of anisotropy, fiber-matrix bond strength, and damage influence flowin composites. Other factors, such as the stress plane, definition, and target value influence how flow is represented. Lissenden and Arnold (1997b) illustrated the effects of many of these factors. The current paper locuses on the influence of microstructural architecture and fibermatrix bond strength. We consider repeating microstructures, specifically ones having rectangular, hexagonal, and square diagonal tiber packing arrays as shown in figure 1. The rectangular array has an aspect ratio, R = a/b. For the special case of a square array, R = 1. Additionally, we consider strong and weak fiber-matrix bonding. Our definition of strong is that there is no discontinuity in the displacement field at the interface. Likewise, weak means that the interlace can transmit a finite traction before debonding causes the fiber and matrix to separate.
III. MICROMECHANICS
Biaxial experiments on unidirectional continuous-fiber reintbrced SiC/Ti in the axial-transverse (cyll -_22 ), transverse-transverse (CY22 -(Y33), axial-shear (('Ill -(_12)' and transverse-shear (G22 -_12 ) stress planes were simulated numerically using micromechanics. Initial overall (macroscale) flow/damage surfaces were mapped out by a sequence of stress-controlled proportional loading probes at different angles in a prescribed stress plane as shown in figure 4. The two nonzero stress rate components were calculated to be the cosine and sine of the equivalent stress rate (2 MPa/sec). Each probe started at the origin and continued until the inelastic power target value had been reached, after which the material was returned to its virgin state, the probe angle increased (usually by 5°), and the next probe conducted: until the entire stress plane (0 --_ 360°) had been probed. For surface determinations at room temperature thermal residual stresses were accounted lk_r by cooling the composite from a stress-free temperature of 815°C in 2 hr. These simulations were conducted using both FEA and GMC, with the specifics described below.
III. I. Finite Element Analysis
The commercial FEA program ABAQUS (HKS,1995) was used to determine the response of the micr_structures of interest ( fig. I ). Each microstructure can be represented by a repeating unit cell that has two planes of symmetry. Thus, it is only necessary to analyze a quarter of each unit cell. Coarse and fine discretizations of one quarter of the repeating unit cell Ibr both square and square diagonal arrays are shown in figure 5. Only strongly bonded SiC/Ti was considered using FEA for determining SCIPs. Generalized plane strain triangular elements formulated by Lissenden and Herakovich (1995) , and implemented into ABAQUS through a UEL subroutine, were used for modeling the repeating unit cell. These triangular elements have an extra node that is common to all elements in the mesh. The degree of freedom in the l-direction (axial) at this common node is what makes this a generalized plane strain element. Furthermore, warping of the 23-plane permits axial-shear loading to be simulated. Overall inelastic strain components were calculated as the difference between the total strain components, found by volumetric averaging, and the elastic strain, found from the overall stress (volumetric average) and elastic properties. The boundary conditions applied to each FEA mesh are illustrated schematically in figure 6. To maintain compatibility with the adjacent unit cells, multipoint constraints (MPCs) were applied on the edges that are in contact with adjacent unit cells. For example, MPCs were applied along the right edge such that the edge remains straight.
Stress control loading was simulated by applying concentrated forces at the nodes along an appropriate edge; except tbr axial loading, where a concentrated force was applied to the common node, which is shown in figure 6 . Details of the applied Ioadings are summarized in table 1.
II1.2. Generalized Method of Cells
The generalized method of cells (GMC) (Paley and Aboudi. 1992; Aboudi, 1995) is an approximate analytical micromechanics model that extends the original method of cells (Aboudi, 1991) to an arbitrary number of subcells, permitting the study of different microstructures. The reader is referred to Aboudi (1995) for the derivation of the detailed equations of GMC. The primary equations of GMC relate to standard micromechanics equations as follows.
In equations (5) to (10) an overbar indicates a macroscale variable; (x) _xplicitly indicates that the local variable is a ! /D tunction of position: <<>> V iv" dVis the volume average operator; Ci_ikldenotes the overall effective elastic stiffness tensor; the superscript (o¢]_¥) refers to subcell (orgy) where (x, 13,and y are indices in the three coordinate directions: d, h, and l are the overall dimensions of the repeating unit cell and the same variables with subscripts denote dimensions of subcells; Aijkl, Bijk;, and Dok I are the elastic strain, stress, md nonelastic strain localization tensors; and G t and c_ are arrays containing the subcell inelastic and thermal stn in vectors.
GMC has been implemented into the recently developed micromechanics analysis code (MAC/GMC) which has many user friendly features and significant flexibility (Wilt and Arnold, 1996) . The GMC unit cell representations utilized herein for square, hexagonal, and square diagonal arrays are shown in figure 7.
III.3. Constituent Models
As mentioned previously, the fiber response is assumed to be linear elastic and temperature independent (E = 400 GPa, v = 0.2, CTE = 3.5xl0 -6°C-I 
where the Macauley brackets are defined by
The constants K t -K4 contain material parameters and internal stress invariants and can be inferred from Arnold et al. (1996b) .
Weak bonding between the fiber and matrix is modeled by assuming that a jump in the displacement field may occur under certain conditions, while the traction vector remains continuous. In this model debonding initiates when the normal traction exceeds a critical value or when the tangential traction exceeds a critical value, with no interaction between the two, tit=RtTt j if Tn>t n or Tt (17) where u denotes interfacial displacement,
T the interfacial traction, and R the flexibility of the failed interface. The subscripts n and t denote the directions normal and tangent to the interface respectively. This simple model com- (c)). Anaccuracy comparison between these GMCunit cellrepresentations and theirFEAcounter-parts wasalso undertaken andisdescribed inAppendix B.A summary ofourobservations based onstress-strain andinelastic power-time responses, relative totheappropriate micromechanics model (FEAandGMC) andmicrostructural architecture (square, hexagonal, andsquare diagonal arrays) isasfollows:
• GMCpredictions agree wellwithFEApredictions if afineFEAmesh isemployed; • A fineFEAmesh isrequired toaccurately predict gross inelastic flowinthetransverse direction, butforaxial andshear loadings acoarse FEAmesh isadequate, however, ac_arse mesh appears adequate Ik_r anyofthe Ioadings considered, provided the inelastic power is small:
• Microstruetural architecture is very significant for transverse loading, but has much less effect for axial (none) and shear loading (only significant for weakly bonded composites). Note that we only considered axial shear (Oi2) loading, not transverse shear (_23) loading.
V. MACROSCALE FLOW/DAMAGL SURFACES
Our tocus now turns to macroscale flow/damage surfaces in order _o obtain information on the initial overall Surfaces of constant inelastic power (SCIPs), defined simply by crije _,_ will be determined in dissipation potential.
order to givc this work relevance to experimental and macroscale continuum approaches.
Here the inelastic strain tensor includes matrix inelasticity as well as nonlinear effects associated with fiber-matrix debonding. First, we exercise the FEA models tbr a strongly bonded composite, then compa_'e FEA and GMC predicted flow surfaces, and then finally consider a weakly bonded composite using GMC.
Consider first the effect that the target value has on SCIPs in the a:<ial-transverse stress plane at 23°C. Figure 9 shows 1.5. and 10 kPa/sec SCIPs for both a square array and a square.liagonal array as predicted by the fine and coarse FEA meshes shown in figure 5 for strong bonding. The first obs._rvation that we make is that the surfaces for different target values are not concentric for either array and that they _re offset in the axial compression direction due to thermal residual stresses. While the surfaces for square and square diagonal arrays are approximately the same size for the same target value, their shapes are different, particularly the 5 kPa/sec SCIPs in the first quadrant (i.e.. tension-tension).
The 5 kPa/sec SCIP for a square array has a 'nose' at approximately 35°, while the 'nose' on the same SCIP for a square diagonal array is at approximately 15°. The differences in shapes of the overall flow surfaces are apparently related to the different local stress and strain fields.
Local J2 (I/2 SijS O, where S O is the deviatorie Cauchy stress) cont;gurs in the matrix are plotted in figure 10 for both arrays given their fine mesh idealizations and all three target valtes for loading at 35°from the axial stress axis. The smallest values (darkest) occur in the matrix adjacent to the fiber near the bottom edge (and top edge for the square diagonal array). This is interesting because J., is small where the transverse stress is large and large where the transverse stress is small. Another way to see the differences in the local fields for square and square diagonal arrays is to compare the local stress invariants / 1 (the sum of the normal stress components) and J2" In figure I I, the stress invariants / I and J2 for each matrix element have been sorted and are plotted in descending order. Notc that while the two arrays each have a fiber volume fraction of 0.35. the square array has 227 matrix elements in the fine mesh, while the square diagonal array has 281. The square diagonal array has a relatively small number of elements with large hydrostatic stress, while the square array has a more uniform distribution of hydrostatic stress ( fig. I I(a) ). For example, the difference between tht square and square diagonal arrays for 5 kPa/sec SC1Ps is related to the different J_ distributions shown in figure 1 l(b) . The square array has fewer elements with high values of J., and therefore requires a higher overall stress to achieve the same flow target value as the squarc diagonal array.
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Comparing theSCIPs fromthefineandcoarse mesh FEAs shown infigure9indicates thatthecoarse mesh for asquare array offibers provides reasonably good results intheaxial-transverse stress plane. However, inthecase of asquare diagonal array offibers agreement between thefineand coarse mesh results isnotasgood, implying that toofewelements were used in thecoarse square diagonal array mesh.
Clearly, it is highlypreferable touseacoarse mesh inlieuofafinemesh, provided theaccuracy oftheresults canbemaintained, astheexecution timeisgreatly reduced. Nimmer etal.(1991) used FEAtostudy theeffect thattheaspect ratioofarectangular arrayhasonthetransverse tensile response ofaweakly bonded SCS-6/Ti-6-4 composite system. Here weexpand thespirit ofNimmer's study tothebiaxial loading behavior ofastrongly bonded SCS-6/TIMETAL 21Scomposite system. A widerange ofaspect ratios (R=a/b in fig. I ), 0.5 < R < 2.0, are considered and compared with results for a square array (R = 1.0). Figure 12 shows 5 kPa/scc SCIPs at 23°C in four stress planes for aspect ratios of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. As demonstrated previously, the microstructural architecture, defined by the aspect ratio here, has the largest effect by far on the transverse response.
One application for the kind of information that flow surfaces provide is the design of components subjected to loads resulting in deterministic multiaxial stress states. The microstructure can then be engineered to best resist the loading. For example, a ring mounted on a shaft in a jet engine will rotate in service. Thus, the radial and circumferential stress components will be tensile. Suppose the ring is to be fabricated from hoop-wound, strongly bonded SiC/ Ti, and that the goal is to delay the onset of inelastic llow as long as possible. According to the first quadrant of the axial-transverse stress plane in figure 12 , the largest possible aspect ratio should be used. However, lot a weakly bonded composite, once the interface fails the stress distribution is much different because the transverse stress in the fiber gets redistributed to the matrix. In this case, a small aspect ratio is preferred because it provides a long ligament of matrix material between fibers for the transverse stress to flow through, while a large aspect ratio is associated with a short ligament of matrix between fibers and more localized flow (Lissenden and Herakovich, 1996) .
In figure 13 , FEA (coarse mesh) and GMC predicted 1 and 10 kPa/sec SCIPs at 23°C are compared in all four stress planes for composites with a strong fiber-matrix bond. The SCIPs predicted by FEA and GMC are in good agreement. This is in line with the excellent agreement between yield surfaces defined by local yielding (Mises stress) that Pindera and Aboudi (1988) reported for the method of cells (square packing) and FEA. In figure 13 overall SCIPs are determined based on overall inelastic strain rates and stresses, as might be done in an experiment. These results are in contrast to the FEA/GMC comparisons made in Lissenden and Arnold (1997c), where GMC and FEApredicted flow surfaces were obtained at 650°C using strain-controlled and stress-controlled loading, respectively.
While initial results indicated that flow surfaces in the axial-transverse stress plane were not very sensitive to whether stress or strain control probing was used (Lissenden et al., 1998) ; in the transverse-transverse stress plane the control mode is important. Thus, the larger flow surfaces obtained by GMC in strain-control ( fig. 8 in Lissenden and Arnold, 1997c) are easily explained. Inelastic deformation is strain rate dependent, thus more deformation occurs tor a slower overall strain rate than a faster one. Consequently, in strain control the overall strain rate is fixed, it is the stress rate that decreases as inelastic deformation occurs. However, in stress control the overall strain rate must decrease as inelastic deformation occurs, resulting in more inelastic flow relative to strain control. Figure 14 shows excellent agreement between GMC and FEA (coarse mesh) 10 kPa/sec SCIPs at 650°C in all four stress planes. The sharp points apparent on some of the surfaces are artifacts due to the large step in probe angle (5°) used to make the analysis less time consuming. These SCIPs are actually smooth curves. SCIPs from finer GMC discretizations having 16 subcells (a cross shaped fiber) and 49 subcells (a roughly circular fiber) were also examined in the axial-transverse stress plane. As was found for FEA ( fig. B I ) , the axial response was independent of the discretization, but the transverse stress was 7 percent less for the 49 subcell model than for the 4 subeell model shown in figure 14 . This difference is almost imperceptible at the scale it is drawn. Local stress and strain fields, which ultimately determine the strength or cyclic life of a material, are not reported here, but are the topic of a companion paper (Lissenden et al., 1998) .
Consider now, the case of a weak fiber-matrix bond using GMC, which is more realistic for the current SiC/Ti system. In figure 15 , I kPa/sec SCIPs at 23°C tor a square array arc shown lbr weak and strong bonds. The primary effect of a weak bond is to significantly reduce the tensile stress at which deviation from proportional response begins. Since compressive interfacial tractions are not detrimental to the integrity of the interface, debonding does not occur for transverse compressive loading (unless it is due to Poisson expansion, see Lissenden and Arnold (1997a)). Additionally, axial loading is not observed to cause debonding. The effect that microstructural architecture has on I kP_sec SCIPs in the axial-transverse and transverse-shear stress planes tk)r weakly bonded SiC/Ti at 650°C is shown in figure 16(a) . Microstructural architecture has the most NASA/TM- -1998-208805 influence when acompressive transverse stress is present. As was obse "ved for the stress-strain response (fig. 8) , the square array exhibits less inelastic flow than the hexagonal and square diagonal arrays. et al. (1991) and Arnold et al. (1996a) demonstrated that as the fiber volume fraction increases, the effect of microstructural architecture increases for uniaxial ioadings. Figure 16(b) shows I kPa/sec SCIPs in the axial-transverse stress plane at 650°C for square, hexagonal, and square diagonal packings and a fiber volume fraction of 0.50. The primary effect of increasing the fiber volume fraction is to enlarge the SCIP. Additionally, larger differences in the SCIPs tbr the three microstructures are observed for Ihe higher fiber volume fraction, especially
Brockenbrough
where the transverse stress is compressive (and the interface has not de_onded). Aboudi, 1991 and Jansson, 1995) . Assume that the dissipation potential can be written in terms of two scalar functions. For an isotropic material (that is, rI = o3 = I ). SCISRs reduce to
VI. CLOSURE

Micromechanics
and if the J3 contribution to inelastic flow is negligible (that is, c = 0) we get
Thus, SCISRs are only proportional to surfaces having F = constant for the special case of isotropic J2 materials.
and therelore the normality criterion only applies to SCISRs for this special class of materials. Also, Lissenden and /2_" e!.e_. Arnold (1997a) extrapolated these results to rate-independent plasticity by considering tyije I and _3 _J sj ,where the latter is the usual equivalent inelastic strain definition often used to define a yield surface, and found results analogous to those for SCDRs and SCISRs. Hence, the Nigam et al. (1994a,b ) results on boron/aluminum that the plastic strain rate vector was not normal to the yield surface could be merely dependent on their definition of yield.
APPENDIX B A MESH REFINEMENT STUDY
Here acomparison ofthestress-strain responses foruniaxial andbiaxial Ioadings using bothFEAandGMCis conducted. Additionally, since weareinterested ininelastic power, itsincrease asafunction oftimewill alsobe plotted forthese Ioadings. Infigure BI thestress-strain andinelastic power-time responses areshown foraxial (_11)' transverse ((Y22), and shear (c]2) loadings at 650°C. A square array of fibers is discretized using the coarse and fine FEA meshes ( fig. 5 ) and the lour subcell GMC model ( fig. 7) . For axial loading the three predictions are nearly identical for both stress-strain and inelastic power (fig. B I (a) ), which is not surprising since the material response is dominated by the fiber as evidenced by the high stresses and small inelastic power relative to the other two types of loading. On the other hand, transverse and shear loadings are matrix dominated and differences between analysis techniques are anticipated.
The disparity in the coarse and fine mesh FEA-predicted transverse stress-strain and inelastic power-time responses shown in figure B l(b) indicates that the coarse mesh is not adequate for predicting gross inelastic flow, that is, the coarse mesh has not yet converged. Further refinement of the fine mesh indicated that it had converged for the range of stresses obtained in the surface determinations presented in this paper, but for larger stresses an even more refined mesh would be necessary. The GMC-predicted responses agree very well with the fine mesh FEA predictions for the range of stresses obtained in surface determinations. However, for larger stresses a more accurate geometric representation of the fiber within the repeating unit cell would provide more accurate results, see figure I of Arnold et al. 1996a .
The shear responses (fig. B 1(c) ) from the two FEA meshes are identical, indicating that the coarse mesh has converged for shear loading. The GMC predicted response exhibits more inelastic flow and is in reasonably good agreement with the FEA results. The exponential form of the inelastic power accumulation with time ( fig. B I (c) ) is a result of the constant stress rate used, which causes the inelastic strain rate to approach infinity as the slope of the stress-strain curve approaches zero.
Stress-strain and inelastic power-time responses calculated utilizing FEA and GMC are shown in figure B2 for proportional biaxial loading of a square array of fibers at 650°C. The axial-transverse (orI I = (Y22) response shown in figure B2 (a) indicates that each micromechanics approach is equally good for predicting axial response, but that differences are present in the predicted transverse response, which lead to differences in the inelastic power. As for uniaxial transverse loading, the coarse FEA mesh is inadequate for predicting gross inelastic flow while GMC provides a very reasonable approximation of the inelastic flow. Each model is equally good for predicting the transverse-transverse (_22 = (Y33) response, as shown in figure B2 (b) and reasonable agreement is also observed for the axial-shear (_11 = c_12) response shown in figure B2(c) .
Note that the finely meshed FEA takes a relatively long time to execute compared to that of the coarse FEA mesh (a clock-time ratio of approximately 4: I ), and even more so relative to GMC. This lengthy execution time is greatly exacerbated when performing flow surface determinations as at least 72 directions for one surface determination are required. Fortunately, the coarse FEA mesh is reasonably accurate for small values of inelastic power, approximately 10 kPa/sec and below. Thus, it appears acceptable to use the coarse mesh tot surface determinations using transverse stresses provided the target value is small. Additionally, GMC, which is numerically more efficient than either FEA model, agrees well with the fine meshed FEA results.
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